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Blaker, Sue A. “ESA Secion 7 Consultation Handbook Summary” Regeneration: A Celebration With the Land, Winter Quarter 1999

Bogni, Susan; Davison, Shaz; Rounsley, Michelle. “A Model for State/Tribal Cooperation: The Timber Fish and Wildlife Agreement” MPA Thesis/Applications Project June 1999

Bogni, Susan; Davison, Shaz; Rounsley, Michelle. “What elements of the working relationship between the State of Washington and Tribes, on the development and implementation of the Timber, Fish and Wildlife Agreement, are associated with its perceived success?” May 11, 1999

Fouche, KeaLani. “1999 Legislative Internship Report”


Lawton, Brett & Tierney, Sinnamon. “State-Tribal Fiscal Relations: Administration of Federal & State Funds to WA State Tribes through DSHS” MPA Applications/Thesis June 2000

McDonald, Shelly & Jordan, Philip. “Compacts Between Indian Tribes and the State of WA” Applications Project, MPA June 2000

Todd, Michael Andrew. “The Living School: Restoring Natural and Human Communities into Tribal Elementary and Middle Schools” MIT Thesis June 2000


DeNorbrega, John; Sanders, Pat; Valdez, Lalo. “State Tribal WorkFirst Indian Nation Program Agreement- Prospectus of Applied Research” Winter 2001

DeNorbrega, John; Sanders, Pat; Valdez, Lalo. “Indian Nation Program Agreement Proposed State/Tribal WorkFirst Contracting Project” Applications Project, MPA June 2001

Capps-Davis, Janice L. “Research Project: Indian Leaf tea, aka Indian Leaf Tea (PAESPAL) Ledum Groenlandicum, Olympic National Park, Ozette, WA.” Summer 2003

Carter, Stephanie; Shirley, Brian; Villines, Tiffany. “Implementation of Tribal Temporary Assistance of Needy Families: The Washington Experience” MPA Project 2003


Ives, Danette. “Self-Governance: The Key to Increased Access to Care and Improved Health Status for North American Aboriginal Peoples- Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe, United States.”


Cawston, Colleen F. “A Best Practice Health Organizations in the Pacific Northwest” MPA 2006


Curley, Sharon K. “Tribal Employment Preference Policy Challenges & Opportunities” May 31, 2006 MPA Capstone

Jacobson, Avreayl. “State Tribal Intergovernmental Relations” ILC Spring 2006

Baldwin, Linda Miller. “Distance Learning: A Viable Option for Evergreen’s MPA Tribal Governance Program” MPA Theses 2008

Baldwin, Linda Miller. “Distance Learning: The Pros and Cons” ILC


Moy, Grace. “Distance Learning: Technology Requirements and a Brief Exploration of Student Engagement” ILC Spring 2008


Konen, Jeff M. “Many Stories Remain Untold”


Onsel, Lorna & Hammons, Lena. “The Need for a Special Indian Court of Appeals: Replacing the Supreme Court” 12/19/2009
Alvarado, Ray; Peltier, Jerry & Stitt, Sam. "Language Policy and Indigenous Language Revitalization Efforts- A Comparison of New Zealand, Canada and the United States"  
2009